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Activities for Kindergarten, Years 1 and 2
PURPLE SCAVENGER HUNT
Organise a purple scavenger hunt either in the classroom or in the playground. Even easier, have a scavenger
hunt through magazines for purple things.
PURPLE HAND PRINT ART
There are loads of great activities you can do involving paint and hand prints! Here are just a few;
Purple Flower: Use as many hand prints as you like in a circular pattern. When the paint has dried create
flowers by adding a stem, leaves a centre dot and even some bees or insects.
Purple Peacock: Create an arch of handprints in different shades of purple. When the paint has dried cut out
the body and glue it to the centre of the handprints. Add a beak, eyes and any other decoration you like.
Purple Monsters: Turn handprints into fun monsters by adding faces. Get creative and give the monsters
some character.

PURPLE BINOCULARS
Turn the children’s world purple by giving the children some purple cellophane.
Using recycled cardboard cylinders or boxes and elastic/rubber bands have tem make a pair of binoculars
or glasses so they can see the world through a purple haze.
For detailed instructions on making binoculars see - http://www.auntannie.com/FridayFun/Binoculars/
Photo: http://www.auntannie.com/FridayFun/Binoculars/

PURPLE PUZZLES
Students draw a ‘purple picture’ on A3 white paper using purple crayons or textas. When their picture
is finished they need to cut it into several fairly large pieces and put the pieces in a zip lock bag and
write their name on the bag.
Then set out all the puzzles on a table and let students choose one (not their own) to try and piece
together.
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PURPLE COLOURED ICECUBES
After filling an ice cube tray with water-- add drops of red and blue food colouring in the
compartments. After the cubes are frozen, place a red cube and a blue cube in a glass. As
the cubes melt, watch what happens!

PURPLE GIANT
Work in groups to make a giant out of purple play dough. He must be as tall as possible and able to stand
up on his own. He will need to wear large heavy boots!
PURPLE ENERGISER
Students stand in a circle and pass around a purple scarf (or similar object).The first students
says: ‘this is a purple scarf but now it is a........’ and they use their imagination to come up
with an idea e.g. ‘...but now it is a purple hat’, and they wind it around their head like a hat.
It is then passed to the next student who says ‘This is a purple hat but now it is.......’ and they
must come up with an imaginative idea and do a matching action e.g. a purple skipping rope
and skip with the scarf. The scarf is passed around the circle. Every child has a turn of
repeating a new idea and creating their own idea, and matching action, with the purple scarf

MAKE HATS AND MASKS WITH PAPER PLATES
Purple crown: Paint your paper plate purple and wait for it to dry.
Fold the plate in half and mark out the triangles for cutting. Cut along
the lines and unfold the plate. Decorate your crown with paint,
pencils, glitter and stars. Fold the triangles up and huzzah, you have a
fantastic purple crown. For step by step instructions see:
http://meaningfulmama.com/2013/12/paper-plate-crown-awanacubbies-bear-hug-craft-10.html

Purple Masks: Using paper plates and the template at the end of this resource
pack cut out and decorate purple masks to wear on purple day. Get creative using
feathers, glitter, streamers and crape paper to create a unique and fun mask.
DECORATE THE CLASSROOM
 Using purple cellophane make “stained glass windows” to hang around
your own windows, on sunny days the classroom will be full of purple shadows
 Make crape paper chains to hand around the classroom
 Blow up balloons and hang streamers
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Activities for Kindergarten, Years 1 and 2

HATS - PURPLE DAY THINKING

•
•

List all the purple things you have in
your house.

How would you feel if you were only
allowed to wear purple clothes?

Classify and draw them in groups.

What would be some benefits of adding
an extra purple light to a set of traffic
lights?

Put on whichever hat you need to
complete this task!
Draw a picture and hide a purple sock
somewhere in your picture.

Do PMI on Purple Day to support
Epilepsy.
List some positives of purple shoe laces.

•
•
•

Positives
Minuses
Interesting

What would be some of the problems if
all humans only had one eye like the
Purple People Eater?

Create your own Purple People Eater
using boxes, paper, material etc.

Think-Pair-Share

Make up your own recipe for a Purple
Pie.

What would be some problems, if by
law, all cars had to be purple?

With a partner, discuss which you like
better - purple grapes or passionfruit.
Share your thoughts with another group.

Brainstorm a list of as many words you
can think of that begin with the letter
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CAN YOU FIND ALL OF THE P WORDS

O
X
N
X
P
P
N
C
N
I

E
M
O
U
C
I
S
X
I
R

G
L
R
T
K
G
Q
H
U
I

G
S
P
P
A
M
Q
Q
G
L

E
D
M
R
E
N
I
G
N
X

N
U
Q
N
U
Q
I
T
E
J

P
D
U
D
E
P
N
Y
P
F

R
P
E
A
D
N
A
P
S
W

E
N
Y
K
I
H
B
J
P
P

U
R
T
H
A
G
D
G
W
Q

PURPLE

PANDA

PUMPKIN

PENGUIN

PIG

PURSE

Create sentences using the words you found above
Purple: ______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Panda: _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Pumpkin: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Penguin: _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Pig: __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
Purse: ________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Work out three (3) ways to catch a Purple People Eater from
under your bed without using a net.

Draw pictures to help you explain.
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PURPLE TILED FLOOR
Colour some squares in each row of ten tiles purple and colour some squares in the
same row in another colour.
Can you say how many purple tiles you have in each row?
How many out of each row of ten tiles are not purple?
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LOTS AND LOTS OF SHAPES











Find the medium sized oval and add spots
Find the biggest circle and draw spikes around it
Find the smallest rectangle and add stripes
Find the medium sized square and draw a cat asleep in the middle
Find the medium triangle and use it as a roof for a house
Make the smallest oval into an eye
Draw a smiley face in the medium circle
Draw a picture of your classroom inside the largest rectangle
Divide the largest square into four equal sections and colour one quarter purple
Fill all other shapes with purple patterns
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Activities for Years 3 and 4
FLIP BOOK:
Create a Flip Book about a Purple Super Hero. Divide a piece of A4 cover
paper into 6 or 8 equal squares and get students to draw a series of
sequential pictures about their super hero in each square. Cut each square
out separately and staple together in the correct order. Turn the pages
quickly and it’s an instant silent movie.

CREATE A PURPLE TONGUE TWISTER OR ALLITERATION:
Use the well-known tongue twister....... Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled pepper...... as a
model. Students make up their own purple tongue twister. Alliteration is the use of the same
consonant sounds in words that are near each other. It is the sound, not the letter that is
important, therefore ‘candy’ and ‘Cindy’ do not alliterate, but ‘cool’ and ‘kids’ do. E.g. plenty
of pitiful purple pigs pushed pandas.
MATHS SURVEY:
Ask students to survey their classmates on the question below, or better still come up with their
own question relating to purple. Next present their data on a graph. Which is your favourite
colour out of red, green, blue or purple?
TESSELLATIONS:
Give students three different coloured paper squares, one purple and the other two can be
their choice. Ask them to fold each one separately along the diagonals. Next, cut along the
folds to produce twelve right-angled triangles. They may paste the triangles in any way they
choose, onto black A3 paper, to make an interesting tessellating pattern.
PURPLE ROCKET:
Make a rocket that will travel along a thread when thrust by the release of air from a single
inflated balloon. Materials: purple balloons, fishing line or string, drinking straws and masking
tape.
MAKE INVISIBLE INK:
Mix 2 tbsp of cornflour and 1 tbsp of water. Now, heat the mixture until the cornflour dissolves.
Dip a paint brush into this mixture and write a message on a plain piece of paper. Allow the
paper to get dry completely. Prepare an iodine solution. Mix iodine and water in the ratio of
1:10. Once the paper, on which the message has been written, gets completely dry, paint it with
the iodine solution, using a brush or cotton ball. The message will emerge in purple letters
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PURPLE DAY QUIZ:
Students can complete the Purple Day Quiz individually or in pairs on a computer.
First, read the following:

It is estimated that nearly 800,000 people in Australia will be diagnosed with epilepsy at some stage
in life and, it is estimated that over 250,000 Australians are living with epilepsy. Each year,
approximately 25,000 people in Australia are diagnosed with epilepsy each year.
Epilepsy is a disorder of brain function that takes the form of recurring convulsive or nonconvulsive seizures. There are over 40 different kinds of epileptic seizures.
So how did Purple Day start?
In 2008, then nine-year-old Cassidy Megan told her friends about her epilepsy after a
presentation in her class given by the Epilepsy Association of Nova Scotia, Canada.
That’s when she came up with the idea of Purple Day - where people would wear purple to show
their support for those living with epilepsy.
A message from Purple Day Founder
Cassidy Megan
Hi, my name is Cassidy Megan and I have
epilepsy. I started Purple Day because I
wanted to tell everyone about epilepsy,
especially that all seizures are not the same
and that people with epilepsy are ordinary
people just like everyone else.
I also wanted kids with epilepsy to know
they are not alone.
Before I started Purple Day, I was afraid to tell
people about my epilepsy. I thought they would
make fun of me. After the Epilepsy Association
of Nova Scotia did a presentation in my class, I
started to talk with the other kids about my
seizures.
That is when I decided to become a
spokesperson for kids and people with
epilepsy.
Please join me in wearing purple on March 26
to support epilepsy awareness. Cassidy
Answer the questions over the page.
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PURPLE DAY – 26 MARCH

How many people in Australia will be diagnosed with epilepsy at some point in their lives?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How many Australians are currently living with epilepsy?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How many different kind of epileptic seizures are there?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Who started Purple Day?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Where is Nova Scotia?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Write down the dictionary meaning for the word seizure.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------List three countries which have purple on their national flag?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BE CREATIVE

Write an Acrostic Poem to display in the classroom to support Purple Day.
or
The 4 logos below represent the organisations that are supporting Purple Day. Design your own
emblem using your name to show that you also support Purple Day and people living with
epilepsy.
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PURPLE PEOPLE SEARCH
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Activities for Years 5, 6 and 7
THE K-W-L-H TECHNIQUE
The K-W-L-H technique is a good method to help students activate prior knowledge about
epilepsy.

K

W

L

H

What I know about
epilepsy.

What I want to know
about epilepsy.

What I have learnt
about epilepsy.

How can I learn more
about epilepsy?

CINQUAIN PURPLE POETRY:
Cinquain poems have 5 lines
Line 1: 1 word title (noun)
Line 2: 2 descriptive words (adjectives)
Line 3: 3 words that express action
Line 4: 4 words that express feeling
Line 5: 1 word: synonym or reference to word title. Examples can be found on the site listed http://members.optushome.com.au/kazoom/poetry/cinquain.html
PROVERBS:
Find, List and explain the meanings of all proverbs involving colour. E.g. All that glitters is not
gold......... Make up purple proverbs.
CREATE A WORDSEARCH:
Students create their own wordsearch or crossword related to Purple Day and epilepsy. Give to a
partner to solve when completed.
MIRROR IMAGE WORDS:
Fold a sheet of drawing paper in half lengthways. Students write the word purple on the fold of the
paper in block or bubble letters. They need to ensure the letters are joined and are slightly above
the fold line. Cut out the outline of the word. When you unfold the paper you now have a mirror
image of the word. Students can decorate and hang these around the room.
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DESIGN A BOOKMARK:
Students design a bookmark that would be suitable to sell as a merchandise item for
Purple Day, to raise money for Epilepsy Awareness.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS:
Which countries have purple on their flag?
Uluru can look purple in the afternoon. Why?
Are purple fruit and vegetables a healthy option? Why/Why not?
What does the word epilepsy mean?

GROW PURPLE CRYSTALS:
Learn how to grow deep purple or lavender cubic crystals of potassium
chromium sulphate dodecahydrate. In addition, you can grow clear
crystals around the purple crystals, yielding a sparkling crystal with a
purple core. The same technique can be applied to other crystal
systems.
Difficulty: Average
Time Required: days to months depending on desired size
Instructions:
http://chemistry.about.com/od/growingcrystals/ht/purplecystal.htm
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SHAPES GALORE














Add spots to the shape with one face.
Find the large tetrahedron and draw a star on top.
Find the net of the pentahedron and add stripes on the four-sided face.
Draw a cat asleep on top of the cuboid.
Find the small tetrahedron and use it as a roof for a house.
Make the oval into an eye.
Draw a smiley face in the larger circle.
Turn the octahedron into a spaceship.
Draw icecream on top of the cone.
Draw a giraffe inside the rectangle.
Divide the larger square into four equal sections and colour one quarter purple.
Make a food label to go on the cylinder.
Fill all other shapes with the word PURPLE written in creative ways.
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Word WEB
Complete as much information as you can on the word Purple. Remember to use a dictionary to help you
Synonym

Sentence

Definition

PURPLE
Words within words
Use the letters in the word to create new words)

Antonym

Part of speech

Origin
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Become a Purple Day Hero on 26 March 2011
and help spread the word about epilepsy.
It is estimated that nearly 800,000 people in Australia will be diagnosed with epilepsy at some stage in life
and, it is estimated that over 250,000 Australians are living with epilepsy. Each year, approximately 25,000
people in Australia are diagnosed with epilepsy each year.
Epilepsy is a disorder of brain function that takes the form of recurring convulsive or non-convulsive seizures.
Epilepsy is not just one condition but a diverse family of disorders comprising many seizure types.
Epilepsy can impact on every aspect of people’s lives and the lives of their families and carers. Often,
people find themselves unable to obtain an education, unable to be employed or face limited
employment prospects, experience social isolation, loss of enjoyment or participation in everyday life,
deal with relationship problems and, potentially, chronic depression.
Epilepsy is a silent problem – the social stigma, coupled with the emotional and physical trauma, means
that many people living with epilepsy suffer in silence, often for years. Many avoid revealing they have
epilepsy to their employer, their friends, even their loved ones, for fear of rejection, loss of acceptance
or opportunity, or of being shunned.

These are very real fears, as stigma and ignorance still exist today.

There is a way you can show your support for people living with epilepsy and that is by becoming a Purple
Day Hero. When you 'Go Purple’ you help to not only spread awareness but to also reduce the stigma still
associated with this disorder. You also help us to raise additional funds so that we can continue to provide
much-needed services.

Purple Day is a grassroots effort dedicated to increasing awareness about epilepsy worldwide. On 26
March people from around Australia and the world are asked to go purple and spread the word about
epilepsy.
Epilepsy Australia, the national coalition of state based epilepsy organisations, is the official Australian
partner of Purple Day. It is committed to making Purple Day even bigger.
Epilepsy ACT is proud to promote Purple Day in the lead up and on 26 March here Canberra
As a Purple Day Hero you make a stand for people living with epilepsy. You help spread the word that
epilepsy is not a stigma but a health problem, and that people living with epilepsy deserve to be treated
with respect and empathy.
Purple Day for Epilepsy 26 March – a grassroots effort dedicated to increasing awareness of epilepsy
around the world.
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Become a Purple Day Hero Three Level Guide
Read the text on the previous page and then look at the following statements.
Tick the box if you agree with the statement, cross if you disagree.

Level 1 Literal Statements (The author said it)
Does the text say this? What words support your answer? Highlight these words in the article. Choose
one colour to highlight your text.
1. Epilepsy is a disorder that occurs in the brain.
2. People with Epilepsy have no problem finding employment.
3. Purple Day has been held in Canberra for the past several years.
4. Australia is the only country supporting Purple Day.

Level 2 Inferential Statements (The author meant it)
Does the text give you this idea? What words or phrases support your answer? Remember to use a
different colour to highlight text for these questions.
1. Epilepsy can be a complicated medical condition.
2. There is a lot of misinformation about Epilepsy in society.
3. Epilepsy Australia is the only organisation involved with Purple Day.
4. Purple Day is all about raising money to help people with Epilepsy.

Level 3 Reflective Statements (What do you think?)
Do you agree with this? Why / Why not? Be prepared to share your reasons
1. Students with Epilepsy would feel anxious going on a camp.
2. Only students who have Epilepsy need to learn about
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